
With GlobalCapture eBX anyone with access to the 
MPF can initiate a workflow that captures images, 
extracts high value data and notifies users of a 
pending workflow activity. QuickSearch enables 
users to search against the GlobalSearch 
database, preview and print documents directly 
from the touch panel.

Users can automate image capture, optimize 
batch scanning, enhance image quality, route 
documents, extract high value data, use OCR to 
convert images to text searchable PDFs and 
release your documents directly to GlobalSearch - 
either onsite or in the cloud.

More Profits

Less Complicated Easy Set-Up

More Efficient

A simple yet powerful solution for streamlining 
capture workflow activities and making them 
accessible from the touch panel of your eBRIDGE 
enabled Toshiba multifunctional printer.

Create your capture workflow through our easy
drag & drop design tool: select your import 
method, choose your document actions, define 
your release point, save your workflow.

GlobalCapture eBX simplifies document tasks by creating highly efficient workflows
that start at the touch panel of your eBRIDGE enabled toshiba multifunctional device.

From the Touch Panel:
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GlobalCapture® eBX with QuickSearch

Immediately locate filed documents 
through stored searches

Secure document capture locally or to 
the cloud

Instantly print documents from the results 
of a search

Extract data for automated records filing 
or information sharing

Toshiba Equipment Integration

Create an office 
environment that’s 
less complicated, 
more efficient and 

more profitable.



Through its dynamic integration with GlobalSearch, GlobalCapture eBX provides 
a real-time capture solution that improves collaboration while sharing document 

information with other business applications.

Schedule a demo today!

Extract
  

data with OCR or Bar Code Recognition
for automated filing or to share with
other line-of-business applications

Convert
  

images automatically to text searchable
PDFs as they’re captured from your

eBRIDGE enabled Toshiba MFP

Route
 

documents to other GlobalSearch users
for review, approval or notification

Capture
 

documents from your multifunctional
printer, scanner, email or even a

watched network directory

Enhance
 

image quality as documents are being
captured including color drop out,
auto cropping and noise removal

Optimize
 

batch scanning jobs with document
separation through OCR, Bar Code,

Page Count or Blank Page separation

Document Capture & 
Processing

Document Extraction & 
Routing
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GlobalCapture® eBX with QuickSearch
Toshiba Equipment Integration


